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Autocastration and Autoamputation of the Penis in a Patient with Delusions of Sexual Guilt

Craig B. Franke, M.D. (PGY4) and James A. Rush, M.D. (PGY3)

ABSTRACT
Genital self-mutilation (GSM) is a rare event that is commonly associated with psychotic disorders; we report an occurrence in the context of psychosis and drug use. We also review the etiologies of this phenomenon and how these etiologies differ across gender.

CASE PRESENTATION
A 20-year-old man presented to the emergency trauma service status-post autocastration and self-inflicted amputation of his penis. He had reportedly used a utility knife to sever his scrotum, testicles and penis without anesthesia some hours prior. His adopted parents consented to reimplantation and the patient also underwent exploratory surgery for anemia. Ultimately, the replanted tissue was not viable and was removed; a temporary suprapubic catheter was placed. He was eventually transferred to the inpatient psychiatric unit for further management.

On initial psychiatric evaluation, he explained that he had died and was without feeling; in order to “wake up,” he severed his genitals. He further declared that he had previously committed the sin of “lust” and that his penis was the source, requiring removal as the path to atonement in God’s eyes. During the 70 hours prior to admission, he had been unable to sleep and had not eaten or drank. He reported a history of substance use consisting of alcohol, opium tea, mushrooms, cocaine, and marijuana. Although he stated his most recently used substance was marijuana five days prior to admission, his urine drug screen was positive only for barbiturates. All other labs and studies were essentially normal.

On initial evaluation, he was lucid, oriented, and spoke with appropriate rate, rhythm, and spontaneity. He did not exhibit any abnormal mannerisms or gestures. His mood was “fine” but his affect was flat and he appeared apathetic. He expressed relief about the loss of his genitalia. He denied any
racing thoughts, grandiosity, depression, hallucinations (auditory or visual), and suicidal or homicidal ideations. Furthermore, he did not present with ideas of reference, thought blocking, loosening of associations, or grossly catatonic or disorganized speech or behavior. He was started on risperidone 2 milligrams twice daily which he tolerated without side effects.

The patient had never before required psychiatric hospitalization or psychotropic medication. He had no history of suicide or homicide attempts.

The patient’s family history was unknown as he was adopted at 3 weeks. No prior medical history, allergies, or current medications were documented. He was described by his adoptive parents as having a “normal” childhood without any incidence of abuse or neglect. Furthermore, he was social with friends and family and did not display strange behavior or apathy as a child or teenager. He graduated high school and attended a university for one year. However, he subsequently transferred to a two-year college due to poor academic performance; at the two-year program, he exhibited depressive symptoms with progressively hyper-religious delusions. He ultimately discontinued college and moved back into his parents’ home.

In later follow-up, the patient expressed a long-held desire to have his male genitalia removed secondary to a belief that he was more female than male. However, he considered himself as heterosexual in orientation.

At psychiatric follow-up after discharge, the patient was without suicidal ideations and no longer expressed delusions of sexual guilt. However, he did not express regret about removing his gentials.

**DISCUSSION**

The current case of autocastration by a man suffering from psychotic sexual guilt supports earlier findings in men (see below) that most cases involve psychosis. In addition, the patient’s history of drug use (especially marijuana and cocaine) may indicate that he became psychotic only or partly because of drug use and that he does not have a primary psychotic disorder.

Reported cases of GSM are rare. As of 2006, Stunnel et al. found that there were only 122 cases reported; they and others also conclude that most cases occur during psychosis (2,4,6). Waugh further suggests that GSM most commonly occurs in men with chronic paranoid schizophrenia and a history of delusions that only castration will absolve them of guilt for sexual wrongdoing (7). However, Marckmann et al. note that in women, GSM occurs more frequently in the context of personality disorders than of
psychosis (3). In non-psychotic individuals, GSM results from intoxication, attempts of transsexuals at sex change operations, attempted abortions, and character disorders (2-4,6).

Duggal et al. offer an interesting inversion of the commonly accepted relationship between psychosis and auto-castration: they speculate that psychosis can be an effect rather than a cause of the phenomenon and that the loss of testosterone leads to psychosis (1). However, even if valid in some cases, their notion does not explain the majority of cases of auto-castration in psychotic patients in which psychosis precedes the act.

How can clinicians identify patients at risk for GSM? Psychosis with delusions of sexual guilt is an obvious red flag given the epidemiology of GSM. Shweitzer further suggests that psychotic patients with sexual conflict, prior self-destructive behavior, depression, severe childhood deprivation, and premorbid personality disorders are at risk (5). Due to the fortunate infrequency of the event, however, more precise identification of individuals at risk remains difficult.
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